
Scam of the Week™

September 23, 2016, Austin

World Tour continues with vernal equinox aka autumn which means 

Pecan Street Festival which always means Rain Rain Rain Rain.

Joke of the Week™ An Aggie couple were walking through the fields 

when they happened upon a bull mounting a cow. The Aggie boy said, “Iʼd sure 

like to be doing that.” . . . visit The Reverend Tony™ for Joke of the Week™.

Football Oklahoma got a bare-bottom spanking 24-45 Ohio State now 

takes the week off and need it before conference begins at TCU.

Cal 50-43 Texas which should have been 57 also takes the week off 

before opening conference at Oklahoma State.

Fútbol London Derby big time when Arsenal hosts Chelsea after putting 4 

past Hull City 1 in League and another 4 at 0 Nottigham Forerst to advance to 

quarterfinals of EFL Cup. Chelsea from 11:30a cdt on NBCSN and at Emirates 

Stadium. Then Wednesday Basel visit in Champions League. From 1:45p cdt on 

FS2 and Emirates Stadium.

Password tonight is “Backhoe”

Peace, love, and margaritas at Mattʼs Famous El Rancho, I remain The 

Reverend Tony™.

Polyticks Clown Train™ is at Hofstra Monday but only because Wright 

State could not afford the host fee of $8M? Is this Ali-Frazier or what?
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But seriously The Reverend Tony™ will listen for anything ending The War 

Without End™ especially withdrawing all troops and human support from 

Afghanistan.

Light, sweet crude settled up 5.4% at $46.32, as natural gas is up 2.2% 

at $2.990. The €uro is down a wee bit $1.1204.

1 dead this week in The War Without End, Amen™ = 14 for 2016.
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